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9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM
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https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/4d512685-eef6-af03-0df0-6806a5a066b5-eng/Home?searchId=35910380&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/83bcdcf0-3297-eb62-e66b-272808e345f1-eng/Home?searchId=35910399&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/6802e166-cc3c-204b-0539-763926907858-eng/Home?searchId=35910441&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/40f7c929-2e2d-a62a-71e0-d547c675e82f-eng/Home?searchId=35910419&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/780fbd1d-cbb3-a9e6-e1db-8f1cb60d6338-eng/Home?searchId=35910493&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/de576080-b14c-20f4-4095-6d6917520d64-eng/Home?searchId=35910471&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
http://benlib.org/
http://benlib.org/


DEBUT
NOVELS

COMING SOON IN CASE YOU
MISSED IT...

Anna O by Matthew Blake

The Night of the Storm by Nishita Parekh

River East, River West by Aube Rey Lescure

The Parlament 
by Aimee Pokwatka
Mad Purdy teaches a middle-school
chemistry class at the library, where a
network failure unveils ominous bird
gatherings. Trapped with peers, she
navigates a tense survival situation,
relying on knowledge and childhood
distractions.

The Storm We Made
by Vanessa Chan
In wartime Malaya, Cecily Alcantara
struggles to save her family from peril
during the Japanese occupation,
navigating the complexities of survival,
strained relationships, and moral
dilemmas.

The Atlas Complex
by Olivie Blake
In a high-stakes race for survival, the 6
initiates of the Society grapple with
lethal recruitment terms, fractured
alliances, ethical dilemmas, and a world
mobilizing to destroy them, while facing
the ultimate question of what they're
willing to betray for limitless power.

Martyr!
by Kaveh Akbar
Akbar explores the complexities of
addiction and grief as Cyrus, an
orphaned son of Iranian immigrants,
seeks meaning in his parents' deaths.
A transformative encounter with a
living martyr thickens the plot and
explores themes of family history and
queer romance.

Four years following the claim
that a woman accidentally killed
her closest friends while
sleepwalking, an ambitious
psychologist in London seizes
the opportunity to provide
treatment and, ultimately, to
determine whether she is guilty
or innocent.

After her divorce, Jia struggles
as a single mom with her son
Ishaan. When Hurricane Harvey
approaches, they seek refuge at
Jia's sister Seema's house with
extended family. As the storm
intensifies, a mysterious killer
emerges among them, and Jia
must navigate family trust issues
to protect herself and Ishaan.

Set in China, this novel explores
the challenges faced by 14-year-
old Alva in 2007 Shanghai and Lu
Fang in 1985 Qingdao, weaving
between their perspectives to
delve into themes of race, class,
gender, and family. The story
highlights the consequences of
ambition and the search for
belonging in the evolving
landscape of 1980s China.

After rejecting her boyfriend's
proposal, Emma's carefully
planned life unravels, and she
recruits her colleague, Rishi, to
salvage her job. As they navigate
professional challenges and an
unexpected algorithm for love,
Emma and Rishi find themselves
questioning whether relying on
formulas can truly lead to lasting
romance.

Emily, a psychologist with a
seemingly perfect life, faces
upheaval when a tragic event
dredges up painful memories
from her past. As her lost passions
resurface, including a hauntingly
familiar song, Emily grapples with
questions about her identity and
whom she is meant to love.

Lenni, a 17 year old facing a
terminal illness, forms an
extraordinary friendship with 83
year old Margot. Determined to
leave a lasting mark, they embark
on creating 100 paintings to
capture the century of stories
they've lived, exploring themes of
love, loss, courage, and the
enduring impact of friendship in
the face of mortality.

COMING 1/2/24

The One Hundred Years of Leni and Margo 
by Marianne Cronin

Everything After by Jill Santopolo

The Marriage Code by Brooke Burroughs

COMING 1/9/24

COMING 1/16/24

COMING 1/23/24

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/0e0e5f66-2b79-3554-45f1-624ebdeb6d25-eng/Home?searchId=35910611&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/55224c16-257c-2a5b-ce8e-348daeaddf0f-eng/Home?searchId=35910676&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3191309?searchId=35910735&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/e5429e24-72ec-b4ac-d764-dc214eb55565-eng/Home?searchId=35918882&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/2b826f3f-3f17-560c-60eb-30e4b122cfbb-eng/Home?searchId=35918996&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/0d5c453a-759a-2993-16c2-88bb6b2738c7-eng/Home?searchId=35921605&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3197196?searchId=35910935&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3201244?searchId=35910821&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/918086f8-cd01-bf64-0c8e-deaf8284b05b-eng/Home?searchId=35910884&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/a42a4933-9792-cec7-e47d-205b4e8b36ab-eng/Home?searchId=35910998&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex

